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Research 00 the Safefy of High Level Li司u.idWaste Storage in China 

Zhang JIANGANG¥Tang RONGYAO， Zhao BIN， Wang XUEXIN 
China Institute for Radiation Protection 

Characteristics of high-levelliquid waste (HLLW) in Chi悶 wereinvestigated and safe handing of HLLW was 
discussed， especially with emphasis on accumulation and release of hydrogen， chemical haz紅 dsof organics and 
heat-up. Several recommendations concerning human factor and operational management were proposed for the 
achievement of safe management ofHLLW. 
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1. Introduction 

In 1957， the explosion of a HLLW tank occurred in 
fonner u.S.S.R.1l It was said to be the second severe 
accident since the beginning of the nuclear industry. The 
accident was caused by the heat剛upof the HLLW system. 
The HLLW became totally dried out because of losing 
cooling water. An explosion of a mixture of nitrate and 
acetate occured. Since the accident being revealed in 1990's， 
A considerable attention has been paid on the safety in 
storage ofHLLW in many countries. 
The study conceming the mechanism and possibility of 

potential severe accidents of HLLW tanks in China was 
conducted in China Institute for Radiation Protection (CIRP) 
in the period of 1996 to 2000. Composition ofthe HLLW is 
a mixture of gas and aerosol， organic phase， aqueous phase 
and sediment. This paper mainly dealt with the problems of 

th巴 productionand accumulation of hydrogen， hazards of 
organic chemicals and heat嗣 up.

11. Characteristics ofHLLW tanks in China 

The HLLW in China is mainly produced by the process 
of Plutonium-Uranium Reduction Ex仕action(Purex) as a 
result of reprocessing of nuclear spent fuel. The storage 
tanks were made of stainless stee12，3l. The old type of tanks 

bui1t in 1970's are of single-shell type with a stainless tray. 
The new types bui1t in 1990's are of double幽 shellstainless 
tanks with stirring systems. There are two new types of 
tanks with wall thickn巴ssof 8 cm or 10 cm. The 
concen回 tionfactor ofHLLW is about 40. The thickness of 
sediment is estimated not to exceed 50 cm as the sample 
collection has shown. 
There has been no phenomenon ofinduration to be found 

in sediment， as indicated in sampling collection. The safety 
functions of such storage tanks include cooling， ventilation， 
containment， shielding and transferring. Temperature of 
HLLW is controlled below 60 .C. The tank inner press町巴

is set at 150 Pa. Concentration of hydrogen gas is kept 
below 0.5% (V: volume percentage) . Leakage of HLLW 
can be detected by using a aerosol monitoring system. 
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Ill. Hydrogen in盟LLWtanks

1. Mechanism ofhydrogen production 
The hydrogen in tanks is produced through three 

mechanisms4l: radiolysis， thermolysis， and corrosion. 
Radiolysis occurs in the liquid phase. Thennolysis means 
the reaction b巴tweenorganic materialsヲ sodiumnitrate and 
aluminum salt. The amount of hydrogen arising合om
corrosion is dependent on the contact ar巴abetween liquid 
waste and the tank， the tank material and the pH of the 
羽raste.

2. Accumulation ofthe hydrogen 
The ventilation system is design巴dto keep the hydrogen 

concentration in HLLW tanks less than 0.5% (V)， and until 
now “Burp" phenomena (a phenomenon白atthe bulk of 
hydrogen may rel巴asesuddenly) have not been found yet， 
80 there is 1ittle chance of hydrog叩 bu百lIngunder the 
nonnal condition ofventilation. 

The r巴searchwork of Hanford shows that there exists 
N20 in HLLW tanks2l. The percentage range of hydrogen 
volume under accidents of deflagration and detonation 
chang巴S企om4%ー72%(V: volume percentage) to 3%・84%
(V: volume percentage) because of the existence of NzO. 
For a certain tank， our calculation result shows that th巴time
span for hydrogen changing from O.5%(V) to 3% (V)(1ower 
limit of deflagration) is 9 hours under the condition of 
ventilation fai1ure， the emergency response system fai1ure 
and the breath(a passive venti1ation channel) failure. The 
breath with the breath rate of 60 liter/min starts after 
venti1ation failure， the time span will be 11.14 hours. If 
using the less conservative hydrogen production rat巴，
calculated with Hanford's empirical fonnula， the time span 
wi1l be 39.8 hours， which means that there is more response 
time for workers to fix ventilation system and to avoid 
hydrogen burning accident. 

3. Tank pressure from hydrogen burning 
The existence of NzO may lead to an incr巴asein the 

energy released企omhydrogen-air reaction by 34% for the 
same volume hydrogen. Our analysis shows that the 
pressure in tank wi11 increase 0.15 MPa when hydrogen 
burning occurs under th巴 conditionof adiabatic isochoric 
complete combustion at the concentration 5% (V). 
Under the condition of hydrogen being ignited with the 

concen回 tionup to 42%(V)， detonation may probably 
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happen. The increased pressure resu1ting from detonation 
wou1d be 1arger than that企omadiabatic isochoric comp1ete 
combustion (AICC). The 10cal peak press旧巴 canbe 35 
times higher than that under the normal condition. 

IV. Organic constituents in HLLW !anks 

1. Organic constituents in HLLW and their hazards 
There are three categories of chemica1 hazards besides 

flammable and poisonous gasめ:
First， the organic solvent might bum. There exist a small 

amount of organic solvent in HLLW in China， including 
tributyl phosphateσBP)， normal para血nhydrocarbon 
(NPH) and degradation products企omPurex proc巴ss.

Second， the organicsラ organiccomp1ex and degradation 
products may come into reaction with sodium ni仕ate.The 
work of cesium and strontium extraction企omHLLW tank 
in China has never been found， therefore there are litt1e 
organic chemicals such as citrate and acetate in these tanks. 
Third， Hanford study shows that the ferrocyanide may 

come into reaction with nitrates at high temperatur巴

However， ther巴 areno such hazardous chemicals in HLLW 
tanks of China because ferrocyanide w拙 introducedin the 
process of cesium ex仕action

Therefore， the research work was main1y focused on the 
organic solvent combustion and the reaction between 
organic chemicals and nitrates. 
2. Organic solv巴ntcombustion accident 
The vo1ume of organic solvent is small comparing with 

the total HLLW in the tanks. The thickest organic solvent 
1ayer is about 1 cm. For past many y巴arsof storage， most of 
NPH vo1atilized. The remainding organic compounds are 
main1y TBP and the degradation products. TBP， which is 
di伍cultto be ignited can only be ignited by intense and 
sustainab1e :fire. Furtheロnore，the burτlIng of TBP is not as 
intense as hydrogen buming. TBP， generally in the state of 
liquid， can not be ignited until being vaporized in a 1arge 
volume. 

Suppose a tank is airtight and adiabatic and the reaction 
stops when oxygen is exhausted， the results of calculation 
shows that the pressure may approach 0.996 MPa in the 
tank. However the rea1 buming consequence is much 
smaller than that in the case ofhydτogen buming. 

3. Organic皿Nitratereactions 
As indicated by Hanford stud弘 thelimit of acetate 

content was de:fined as 10% organic content ca1culated as 
sodium acetate， which corresponds to 3% tota1 organic 
carbonσOC). This is the present organic tanks watchlist 
criteria at Hanford. Under the condition of both the 
above-limit fuel co 

nitrate， regard1ess of the organics concentration. This kind 
of accident can be avoided because the weight percentage 
ofwater in HLLW ofChina is far greater than 60.l5%. 
on the other hand， even if the water of th巴 system

evaporate to dryness， the reaction will not be self-sustained 
when TOC is less than 0.25%. 

V. Heat-up 

The maximum temperature in HLLW is still less than 
100 oC even when cooling and ventilation systems are in 
fai1ure for two weeks， which has been indicated by the 
temperature distribution ca1cu1ated using the computer code 
Heating 6.17) based on the following assumptions: 
no convection in the 50・cm圃 thicksediment， adiabatic 

facility room wall， failure in cooling and venti1ation 
systems， no account being taken of evaporation， heat 
radiation and chemica1 reaction. 

VI. Preliminary conclusions: 

Through the ana1ysis above， we can see由atthe main 
prob1em of HLLW in Chinaamong hydrogenラ organic，
heat-up is企omhydrogen. The possibility of potentia1 
accidents from the other two are comparatively smal1er. The 
sudden re1ease of bu1k of gas (印刷called“burp")has never 
been observed， then it is not di田cultto avoid the hydrogen 
buming accidents. on the other hand， because of the 
possib1y existence of N20， the consequence of hydrogen 
def1ation or detonation would be severer than was predicted 
before. 

Through the analysis of organics we can :find that the 
organic solvent combustion accident unlike1y happens. The 
hazard企omorganic-ni仕atereaction wou1d be also small， 
due to the HLLW storage situation in China.京市enthe 
constitutes of the waste in the tanks are not known exact1y， 
the effective way of avoiding organic-ni仕atereaction is to 
co耐 01the temperature of HLLW， which could be done 
through the con仕01ofliquid level組 dノorcooling system. 

Based on the conservative assumptions foregoing， the 
maximum temperature ofHLLW ca1cu1ated is 1ess than 100 
。Cunder the condition of coo1ing and venti1ation system in 
fai1ur巴for2 weeks . The sampling and ana1ysis show that at 
the sampling point the sludge is in movement， and there is 
no crust (or so-cal1ed sa1t cake) to be found. Thus， heat-up 
will not pose a big problem under the condition ofHLLW in 
China. However， it is necessary to keep appropriate liquid 
1eve1 so as to avoid sediment accumulation。

VII. Recom皿endationson safety management 

First， safety culture is veηT important. The experiences of 
nuc1ear industry from different countries show that the 
percentage ofthe accident caused by human factorS is more 
than 50% on the who1e. The severe accidents are c1ose1y 
re1ated to human errors. 

Second， the focal points of operational management for 
HLLW are to keep the norma1 1iquid leve1， keeping the 
normal operation of ventilation system and emer， 
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high in the plants. It is therefore important to maintain the 

extra power supply. 

The safety analysis on HLLW storage needs a lot ofwork. 

With the research work going on， the safi巴tyaspects on 

HLLW wil1 be understood further. 
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